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In today’s evolving IT world, data centers require powerful yet easy-to-use automation tools to manage their 

complex environments. In addition to the job validation that ensures syntactic correctness, there is also a need 

to maintain asset management for these jobs.

Rocket® INFO/X Enterprise is designed to automatically capture, cross-reference, and provide current 

information about production environments. IT personnel can better analyze the impact of changes  

to production components and avoid mistakes that cause costly production outages with INFO/X Enterprise.

Benefits/Features

Makes current information available 
Manages assets across multiple LPARs and uses 
Db2® for efficient updating of new information 

Automates tasks
Eliminates the manual work involved  
in documenting jobs   

Increases production efficiency 
Enables efficient production, JCL analysis,  
and operations documentation 

Accelerates turnaround time
Returns jobs to production faster due  
to reduced research and analysis time   

Creates comprehensive documentation
Generates complete, reliable, and accurate  
job documentation  

Interfaces with data center solutions 
Interfaces with library management, 
tape management, change control, 
schedulers, security, and other data 
center software products  
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During the analysis process, INFO/X  
resolves all overrides, refer-backs,  
and symbolics and stores this data  
in a repository. Since this information 
is stored in a central repository, all users  
can access the same current information.

Document data 
center batch 
environments
A sophisticated documentation 
system that maintains current 
and accurate information in 
these complex environments.

INFO/X can help any IT operation:

A powerful JCL asset management tool that 
manages your complex mainframe environments.

Book a demo
Visit RocketSoftware.com

Cross-reference 
applications across 
the enterprise 
INFO/X produces an enterprise-
wide cross-reference that  
parses the JCL, extracts  
key elements, and organizes 
them in a repository.

Modifications 
and management

Automatic Incremental Update 
provides efficient updating  
of the repository.

Did you know Rocket® PRO/JCL is a natural pairing with 
INFO/X?  It brings JCL Management tooling for your 
developers to complement the documentation and  
cross-referencing provided by INFO/X.
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